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ORAL HISTORY—

MORRIS HANSEN

This is an interview conducted on
June 22, 1983, with former
Associate Director for Research
and Development, Morris Hansen.
The interviewer was James L.
O’Brien, former Assistant Division
Chief for Mathematics and
Statistical Data Analysis,
Statistical Research Division.

O’Brien: Morris,  coul d you tell us somethin g of your background , your
education , your specia l areas that you studied , and somethin g of any
previou s employmen t you migh t have had befor e you came to the
Bureau.

Hansen: Yes, I graduated from the University of Wyoming in accounting in 1934.  By then I

had decided I had a professor who was an exceedingly good teacher in statistics—

not necessarily and honestly learned in statistics—but an exceedingly good teacher.

He interested me in statistics, and I decided I wanted that to be my career.  So I took

my first job in accounting when jobs were scarce in the depression.  I worked for 3

months.  A professor of mine came to the Census Bureau.  He knew the Director of

Personnel and suggested that he get me to come to work at the Census Bureau,

which he did.  I had been high on the Civi l Service list long before, but I did not

receive anything.  In 1935, I came and worked in the Census Bureau’s Personnel

Division for a year with the intention of both of us that I would move into statistics;

after a year, I shifted over to work with Calvert Dedrick [in 1946, the appointment

of Calvert L. Dedrick as Coordinator of International Statistics marked the Bureau’s

first effort to establish liaison with foreign statisticians] in the Statistical Research

Division.  At the same time, I started taking courses at American University and the

Graduate School of the Department of Agriculture in mathematics and statistics.  I

had probably taken more courses in statistics than very many people, but they were

all overlapping and not on the whole that comprehensive; but, I got some back-

ground in statistics that was very helpful and we learned a lot on the job.
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O’Brien: Did  you f ind that the statistic s that were being offere d in universities
in the 1930s had much direc t applicabilit y to the problem s that you
faced—th e statistica l problem s you faced at Census?

Hansen: Not really, because they were economic statistics courses, and most of them were

analytical, but they interested me.  The guy who taught statistics there also taught

mathematics because none of us had much mathematics.  So I learned some mathe-

matics.  I never had calculus before I came to the Bureau.  You do not find many

accounting students who had, and he taught us a little calculus.  I took some after I

got here.

O’Brien: So, some course s were applicable , and other s really just sort of
conditione d you to develo p the statistics.

Hansen: Yes; most of the courses were applicable, but some of the courses only conditioned

a person to develop the statistics.

O’Brien: Maybe that is the most importan t thin g of all.

Hansen: I stil l regard this guy as the one that influenced my life the most.

O’Brien: What’s  his name?

Hansen: Forrest Hall.

O’Brien: You were remarkin g earlie r abou t your experienc e in Personnel
Division .  Many peopl e are somewha t surprise d to learn that Morris
Hansen actuall y spent a year and lasted a year in Personne l Division.
You indicate d that you foun d it v ery helpfu l in terms of learnin g about
the organization.

Hansen: Yes, because it put me to work in all parts of the Bureau.  I had to learn it—had to

learn what was happening, and I found it useful.  I would not have wanted to stay in

it any longer.  It was not a bad year of getting acquainted around the Bureau.  I was

not sitting in an office, you know, doing clerical work.  I was out talking with

people about what they were doing.  It got to be an education.

O’Brien: In terms of the major project s or problem s faced, you went over
severa l of them this mornin g in the staf f seminar , and I though t you
did particularl y good in coverin g application s and samplin g and a
numbe r of Bureau problems .  You indicated , however , that there were
som e areas whic h are not generall y appreciated , especiall y those
whic h deal with interactio n between samplin g and geography .  I
wonde r i f you coul d tell us somethin g abou t that.

Hansen: Well, the Master Sample Project is illustrative and particularly important in this re-

spect as far as the interaction between sampling and geography is concerned.  The
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Department of Agriculture had started to develop a program in cooperation with the

Laboratory at Ames, Iowa with Arnold King and Ray Jessen.  The Census Bureau

was considering using sampling in the Census of Agriculture to supplement that

census and, at the same time, use a subsample of that to evaluate the Census of

Agriculture.  Along the way, it seemed like the mutual interest of these two projects

was pretty substantial, and the Census Bureau agreed that it would join in sponsor-

ing the Master Sample Project.  The agency developed a project to draw a large

sample to support the Census of Agriculture.  I have forgotten what it was, but it

was on the order of a 5- or 6-percent sample of segments.  I believe there were

300,000 segments with an average of five farms per segment.  The Census Bureau’s

Geography Division had already been doing a little work with aerial photos and

with the maps that were used from the Geodetic Survey.  The laboratory used these

public roads maps, I think, and arranged to have additional information put on

them.  The Bureau was enthused about area sampling and saw this as a way to get a

sample for the Census of Agriculture.  So, Census and the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture went to work on that.  Census put up a fair amount of the funding to under-

take the work jointly with the U.S. Department of Agriculture to develop this large

area sample.  The project was to create sort of a frame from which samples could

be drawn for all counties.  In the process, we used aerial photos to designate those

samples; the photos were very powerful devices for communicating exactly what

was a segment.  They were not available for the whole country, but they were for a

great part of the important agricultural areas and populated rural areas.  In the pro-

cess of doing that, we came to find that we needed to delineate built up areas from

those that were not and treat them differently in sampling.  This resulted in identify-

ing, for example, unincorporated places and unincorporated small towns (which

were found to be useful).  We proposed modifying the system of identifying geo-

graphic areas for the census.  Out of that, the Bureau’s Geography Division’s em-

ployees and the individuals working in sampling decided it was feasible to define

urbanized areas using aerial photos.  These Bureau employees worked as a team on

this project with the people at the laboratory in Ames, Iowa.  Census ended up with

a sophisticated set of maps that identified urban and rural places in the United States

as they had never been delineated before.  In the past, boundaries had always been

established, with some special exceptions, just for incorporated places.  If a location

was not incorporated, it was considered rural, like a lot of suburban areas around

Bethesda, Maryland.  Some of those areas (and there were only a few) were speci-

fied as being urban by special rule or special exception; mostly those kinds of areas
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were treated as consisting of rural populations and not identified in a way to indi-

cate their respective characters.  The new program modified the whole approach to

the classification of geographic areas for taking and presenting the census results.

Beginning with the 1950 Censuses of Population and Housing, the Census Bureau

identified such areas using those kinds of resources.  There were other kinds of geo-

graphic developments that grew out of standard classification.  The agency began to

ask questions like: Why are these different? The first answer was they are because

of general purpose programs.  The Bureau looked into its programs and found they

were really different because they started with different map resources.  Again, for

sampling and other purposes, it was helpful to get some standard classifications.

The Census Bureau worked with the Bureau of the Budget (later to be renamed the

Office of Management and Budget) in setting up standard metropolitan statistical

areas.

O’Brien: I am curiou s as to whethe r or n ot the Censu s Bureau ever made area
cro p measurement s in any of i ts agricultur e censuse s or was that left
prett y much to t he U.S. Departmen t of Agriculture?

Hansen: It was pretty much left to that department.  There was a lot of discussion in those

early years of using a sample from the agriculture census annually and conducting a

full census of agriculture every 10 years.  The Census Bureau uses some of the

sample in the Current Population Survey and the rural area sampling.  However,

using the sample to conduct an annual “survey of agriculture” never did come to

pass.  There was, however, always a degree of cooperation between the Census Bu-

reau and the U.S. Department of Agriculture on who would do that.

O’Brien: A topi c that you made some mentio n of this mornin g but did not give
it the attentio n I thin k i t deserve s is the work done on the response
errors .  It woul d be interestin g if y ou coul d indicat e how you f irst
develope d an awarenes s of the importanc e of respons e error s and
mayb e some of the thinkin g that went into the developmen t of the
respons e erro r model and, as you indicated , is stil l prett y much the
basi s for the work that is being done in the area of respons e errors.

Hansen: With respect to response errors, I think there are two “settings.” One is the “census

way”; everything is running fine and there are no problems.  This was the general

attitude with respect to the census, although everybody had to know better; but, a

lot of the attitude was to act as though that was true.  I expressed that point this

morning but in a different way.  The Bureau collected the statistics in the field, and

it was assumed that the data were correct; but, there were no efforts to find out if
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the information was correct or not.  The process was to make sure you did not make

any errors during the data-processing operation.  That was sort of the philosophy,

but along with that and right in parallel with it were all sorts of indicators of re-

sponse errors.  Anyone could look at the information at the time and correct the

mistakes long before “we got here.”

O’Brien: Was Glady s Palmer [of the Universit y of Pennsylvani a in the 1940s
and 1950s] workin g on this?

Hansen: Yes, but she worked on this issue long before “we got here”; but, I started to say

something else that was done long before that.  Gladys was here in the early days

when the Bureau was working on the sampling.  It was not hard to look at the cen-

sus and see that the number of survivors of people listed as born in the United

States at age 10; this number of children in that age category was more than could

have survived from the number of children covered in the census 10 years earlier.

You can look at sex ratios in the census by 5-year age groups, and you start off with

sex ratios as they should be in relation to birth statistics; that is, whether it is 106

males per 100 females or something like that.  Then you move along to higher ages

and pretty soon there are more males again.  Then it switches over again, later.

There are twists in there that did not make any sense in relation to what was there

10 years earlier.  You did not have to look long at these kinds of things to see that

there were errors.  This was done by analysts who were aware of the errors.  The

Census Bureau was not the originator of these kinds of questions, but the agency

began to ask questions about how it could measure such things as response errors.

There are two types of approaches—one is to conduct analytical comparisons of

information from different sources which are contradictory; the other approach is to

conduct an internal analysis, as I just described, and begin to reenumerate and

compare results.  Gladys Palmer was one of the early persons who did that.  People

were well aware when Census started talking about these things, raising questions,

and examining them that the errors were caused by people who were paid on a

piece-rate basis without effective supervision.  I remember when the Bureau started

talking abut the 1940 census in terms of providing effective supervision of enumer-

ators.  There were instructions which said that supervisors were to review the work

of their respective enumerators after they completed their first day’s work.  The su-

pervisors had some number of enumerators, I cannot remember the number; but, if

they did that the census would be standing out there waiting 30, 40, or 50 days for

them to review the numbers.  Those instructions did not get carried out that way,
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but I mean that was a carryover from a previous census.  There were all sorts of

things pointing to lack of control in the field as potential problems that we did not

know much about, but we wanted to examine and understand them.

O’Brien: You are sayin g i t reflecte d a kind of prevailin g ethi c that peopl e really
did these things , but when you counte d you had an accurat e count.

Hansen: It seemed like a simple job.  Anybody knows how to count.  We were not the first

to raise these kinds of questions, I’m sure; but, the Census Bureau was among the

early ones to really push on it.  Gladys Palmer had done this earlier work and stim-

ulated a lot of reaction because it showed gross differences between the original

numbers and the figures obtained in a reinterview enumeration and the net differen-

ces.  I am sure there were some other studies, but Gladys’ work was one of the

highlights.  She did something like Current Population Survey interviewing on a

special basis.  Anyhow, these stimulated questions when the Bureau started doing

experimental work, which dealt with other questions on questionnaire design, and

other aspects of data-collection methods in preparation for the 1950 Censuses of

Population and Housing.  During and after the 1950 Censuses of Population and

Housing, the major work in this area took place.  The Census Bureau set up a re-

sponse model in thinking about these problems which was used in planning the

1950 program; the first paper that was published on the topic, I guess, was by

Marks and Mauldin [Eli S. Marks and W. Parker Mauldin worked on response re-

search under Morris Hansen and William Hurwitz in the 1940s and 1950s in the

Bureau’s Statistical Research Section], Hurwitz [William N. Hurwitz was the Chief

of the Statistical Research Section] and Hansen.  Another paper gets cited more fre-

quently because it is a better paper, which was published about 10 years later, by

Hurwitz, Bershad [Max A. Bershad, a staff member in the Bureau’s Statistical Re-

search Section took the lead in probability sampling of retail stores for the 1948

Sample Survey of Retail Stores] and myself.  We were giving a lot of thought to it

then, and how to set up experiments.  That led to the development of this kind of

model and approach.  That guided us in setting up experiments to be conducted dur-

ing the census in which we randomized the work of about 900 to 1,000 enumera-

tors.  We tried to simulate the real conditions of interviewing by other enumerators,

except we cut their enumeration district sizes down a little smaller with this ran-

domization so that an enumerator could do two enumeration districts in a normal

time period; that analysis did a lot to open our eyes.  This work was done by analy-

sis the Bureau got after, and not before, the 1950 census was conducted.  At the
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same time, as the Bureau started to probe these problems, the agency asked: “How

can you measure these things?” A t that time, the Bureau thought it could set up tests

for checking the completeness of the census, for post-enumeration surveys for

checking the completeness of the census, and for checking the quality of the in-

formation.  The agency thought it could cure what were the obvious weaknesses of

the census process by putting people “out there” who were paid adequately, were

supervised carefully, who had a great deal more training, and knew what they were

doing.  The agency picked interviewers from a census who had performed well, had

a good reputation, and needed this extra work.  They were assigned to perform the

post-enumeration surveys to check coverage completeness of the census.  I guess it

came as something of a shock to us that better coverage was not achieved.  Census

seems to get better on developing content issues; with respect to coverage complete-

ness, however, we did not do significantly better.  The gross errors in content

showed that there is a lot of truth that is not known, and the Bureau does not get

truth by asking the questions a second time.  On coverage completeness, the agency

ended up identifying two classes of errors—those caused by missing housing units

and those caused by missing people.  It is called within housing unit, but you cannot

say for sure whether it is within housing units or because they are not associated

with housing units.  At a minimum, people are missed because even though the

agency has the correct housing unit the individuals were not enumerated.  The post-

enumeration survey on coverage was made somewhat effective by a matching ap-

proach when the Bureau matched the survey against the census.  I do not think the

Bureau’s post-enumeration survey net coverage was any larger than the census it-

self.  If Census matched the survey to the census , however, it could identify those

individuals missed in the census and analyze their characteristics.  It was disap-

pointing that the agency got relatively little payoff, although the Bureau did identify

missed housing units as an important miss.  Census was not really able to identify

others.  People looked at explanations of why infants were missed around the

1940s; the answer was people thought a baby in the family was not yet considered a

person for the purpose of determining the number of people living in the country.

Some of the agency’s later work shows that was not what caused these kids to be

missed at all .  Parents also were missed.  When the coverage check was done, some

“highlights” were obtained; but, the agency did not get everything.
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O’Brien: That  is the firs t t ime I knew that.  I had alway s heard that conventional
wisdo m that you mentione d earlie r that they had not yet qualifie d as
member s of the human race.

Hansen: Of course, there is no one unique answer that is right all the time; by and large,

however, what the Census Bureau learned is that these families are in motion.  They

are young families that move a great deal, and we tended to miss them.  My state-

ment of why the agency missed them is a speculation.  The Bureau did a registra-

tion check.  There is always a question about how complete the birth and death re-

cords are.  Census established a birth registration check in connection with the 1940

census in which the agency cooperated with the people now in the National Center

for Health Statistics.  So, Census took a sample of births and went out to find new-

born babies and their parents in the census.  During the operation, the Bureau found

that many of the newborn babies had birth records but the agency had missed their

parents in the census.

O’Brien: That  is a very interestin g point.

Hansen: As a result of that finding, the Census Bureau determined that it had a significant

problem on its hands, and that the problem deserved a great deal of attention to solve.

I guess to this day, except by using independent matching studies, the Bureau has not

really found ways to directly enumerate the population and get a complete count.

The evidence points to the fact that interviewers substantially contribute to coverage

errors.  In particular, small areas were subject to large enumerator variance; as a re-

sult, the agency brought that into the redesign aspects of the work.  Well, those were

very interesting days trying to understand how to measure and evaluate.  The Bureau

learned that housing units are missed, and it thinks it can cover them.  I think it was

Max Bershad who came up with the suggestion of a housing check.  I think it grew

out of a post office check where the post office got these voluntary registrations in

and cased them, sorted them by postal routes, and checked them against the housing

units.  I think it turned out to be an effective procedure for improving a lot of the un-

der coverage of housing units.  I do not know how serious it was in the last census,

but I am sure that census got rid of a fair part of that under coverage, at least in the

areas where the post office knows the areas.

There are a couple other aspects of response errors to talk about.  One of them is

the work that was done by Waksberg and Netter [Joseph Waksberg and John Net-

ter worked in the Census Bureau’s Statistical Sampling Section as statisticians]

for measuring expenditures for housing maintenance and repairs on “bounded”
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interviews, with a set of experiments on bounded interviews.  Before you ask

someone to recall something, you do an interview about those expenditures for a

prior period; then you “bound” this with the last reported expenditures.  I thought

it was a rather sensational set of results that were arrived at, and the information

influenced the Bureau’s thinking in many ways.  So, Census started to set up a

project on the Current Population Survey because it contained gross errors, partic-

ularly with respect to the unemployment figures.  There are some things I still do

not fully understand about it, and again my numbers will not be right.  However,

my recollection is that, in orders of magnitude such as this on unemployment, if

you do a reinterview you are going to do a dependent reinterview.  This kind of

reinterview makes the gross errors more harsh.

Anyhow, those gross-error levels were far larger than the agency felt desirable,

and it thought it could get this “bounded” interview and some other things into

our Current Population Survey’s research program.  The Bureau thought it could

learn how to do interviews better.  Census conducted some experiments and found

that the “bounded” interview approach (which the agency was using with great

success for expenditures) was producing little or no benefit when it came to the

Current Population Survey unemployment information.  The Bureau thought that

perhaps the “bounded” interview method would cure some of the gross errors

when respondents checked particular boxes.  When the interview was complete,

the Bureau would say something like: “Your employment status was such and

such last time.  Does the information you now reported represent a change or did

the agency make a mistake the previous time it asked for the data?” However,

Census did not ask the question in such a way that made it seem that what the re-

spondent just told you was misrepresented.  Well, that was one kind of approach.

Another was to start the interview by saying: “Now last month you [the respon-

dent] reported a particular employment status; what is your present status?” It did

not look like the agency was getting its fingers on the core problem using the

above method.  Whenever you go back and reconcile a third time, the agency

would always get the respondent defending his/her most recent answer and not

ever getting any helpful results.  I say that without having done enough analysis

on it because some other things came along and the project got stopped before it

was completed.  More recent studies have been conducted since that time.  While

there is evidence that there are gross differences in response errors, net differ-

ences are not tremendous.  However, they are not trivial with respect to the Cur-

rent Population Survey’s unemployment data.
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O’Brien: Was John Netter workin g at the Bureau as a regula r employe e then?

Hansen: I do not think he ever worked as a regular employee.  He came in on a sabbatical; a

number of people came to work at Census on that basis.  John worked for me one

year, and then he and Joe Waksberg communicated on a lot of things thereafter.

O’Brien: On the subjec t of the book—th e “ bible”—yo u and Bill , the two Bills
(Hurwit z and Madow [Willia m G. Madow, statisticia n at the Bureau])
had a very specia l opportunit y to put out a book that was really not
quit e ahead of i ts t ime, but i t was the leadin g edge of a subject;
certainl y i t change d the lives of a lot of p eople .  (Sampl e Survey
Method s and Theory,  1953.) Readin g that book was what made me
decid e to come to work for the Censu s Bureau.

Hansen: I am glad to hear that.

O’Brien: As a matter of fact , I wanted to becom e a statistician .  It is the first
chapte r of volum e I that struc k me as being so s ensibl e and so
promisin g that I f igure d i t must have affecte d a lot of o ther people.

Hansen: George Hall [George E. Hall worked in the Statistical Policy Division of the Office

of Management and Budget] told me the same thing.  Did he ever tell you that?

O’Brien: No.

Hansen: That this was the reason he came.

O’Brien: That  is an independen t observation.

Hansen: Of course, that work was a work of love, and we worked hard on it nights and

weekends for about 8 years.  The Bureau gave us all the help they could legally.  It

certainly had two effects.  The first one was when you start writing a book, you find

that you do not know the answers to things that you thought you did.  Many prob-

lems were solved in connection with writing the book that we sort of thought we

understood, but we did not until we began writing the book.  So, we learned a great

deal writing the book.  Although it was hard work, writing the book was a tremen-

dous and fascinating experience over those years.  Certainly, it was a report on the

work that was done in the Bureau by all of us—Bill and I and many others— and I

am sure credit could not be given to all of them.  However, credit was given to quite

a few of them.  Well, that is the creation of the book.  After it was published, it cer-

tainly had a substantial impact on us and our relations to the world; we became

known around the world, which we somewhat had been before, but nothing like

that.  From a few articles that had been published, and from people who had come
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to the Bureau and worked with us and also were in demand around the world, I

have a feeling that there are some other things like it.  I guess the way you are sup-

posed to do things, the right way to do them, is to look up the literature and find

what has been written, and then you start from there.  When we were working on

sampling, we looked at a problem; we usually found it easier to solve that problem

directly than try to find what is in the literature.

O’Brien: That  is interesting .  I thin k that traditio n stil l persist s even in areas
wher e I am not sure it is most effective.

Hansen: I am not sure it is always the most effective.  I think sometimes it is effective and

you learn new things.  I am not saying that is the right way or the wrong way, but

usually before we got too acquainted with the literature, we looked for a short-run

solution.  I guess we learned by that, too.  What I started to say is, the book was

written from the point of view of solving sampling problems.  The book is not a

catalog of sampling methods that you can look up and find the solution to your par-

ticular problem.  The book focused the discussion on the problem, but the book was

not written as a mathematical exercise.  A mathematical exercise appears in volume

II , and I think that it has proved particularly interesting to a lot of people for that

reason.  I am amazed that that book, which was published in 1953, and this is 30

years later, has been selling well until the last few years; it is stil l selling some.

O’Brien: I thin k that is a high tribute.

Hansen: I was talking with someone recently who used it in teaching, and others who are

still using it in teaching because it has this perspective which a lot of other books do

not.  Obviously, it is out of date for a lot of topics, but the key topics of sampling

still are there, at least most of them.

O’Brien: Have you ever taugh t a cours e based on the book?

Hansen: Yes, but not very much—mostly based on the outline of the book while we were

writing it.  Bill , I, and Joe Steinberg taught a course at the graduate school at the

U.S. Department of Agriculture for several years.  I really should say that Bil l and

Joe Steinberg [Joseph Steinberg, Chief, Statistical Sampling Section at the Bureau]

did most of the teaching, but I did it for 1 or 2 years.

O’Brien: Well,  I woul d have guesse d that the book woul d have put you on the
internationa l c ircui t to some degree.

Hansen: I am sure it did enormously.
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O’Brien: I was goin g to ask whethe r you had any evidenc e that i t had affected
the statistica l practice s of other countries.

Hansen: Evidence is a little hard to find.  Definitely, it is my impression that it has been

widely used and had a big impact.  People talk about it again and again.  When you

refer to it, it seems to be kind of a standard reference.  That is the “bible” around

the world.  My impression has been that it has been widely used, certainly for

teaching and more so for practitioners.  I assume, however, that now it has been re-

placed.

O’Brien: When I took my statistic s course s after comin g to t he Bureau , they did
not use that book at Georg e Washingto n Universit y at that t ime, but I
reall y foun d that i t was quit e accessibl e in the sense that you could
pic k i t up and start readin g it a nd work your way throug h the
problems ; I woul d expec t that i t migh t be especiall y popula r with
practitioners.

Hansen: Well, that is what I am trying to say.  I think that Cochran’s book and some others

are the standard for textbooks.

O’Brien: They are cleaner in the sense that they do not deal with messy and
complicate d problem s that are characteristic s of real l ife problems.
As a matter of fact , there was a persona l questio n that I had.  I could
not help observin g in your curriculu m vitae that in 1953, I believe , you
were Presiden t of the Institut e of Mathematica l Statistics .  Was this
relate d to t he fact that the book came out in 1953 or had you been
electe d to t hat positio n befor e the book?

Hansen: Well, I had been elected to the position as Vice President, and I have a feeling that

the book was not the factor.  We and the Census Bureau were beginning to get a lot

of local recognition.  It was kind of a shock to me, too, incidentally.

O’Brien: In what respect?

Hansen: I mean being elected President of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics.  I did not

know any mathematics.

O’Brien: You migh t be the only accountan t that has ever been Presiden t of i t.  It
seems that in recent years i t has becom e more and more specialized
and highl y “ mathematized.”

Hansen: Well, when I was elected, the number or proportions of articles I could read in the

annals was a very small fraction.  You know, read with facility.
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O’Brien: With  ful l understanding?

Hansen: Lots of them I had no hope for, and it has become worse.  That is partly because I

was never a mathematician.  I worked using simple mathematics from the intuitive

side and always worked on a team with someone who could fil l in the mathematics,

and that was an effective way to work.

O’Brien: Nothing  succeed s l ike success .  You canno t knoc k i t.

Hansen: But, I think the election to the Institute of Mathematical Statistics was just recogni-

tion of the work we had done here at the Bureau.  I was elected in 1953, and the

book did not come out until near the end of that year.  So, it could not have been the

book.

O’Brien: I thin k that your accoun t of the persona l buildin g proces s that occurs
when you writ e a book bring s out the Franci s Bacon , “ readin g maketh
a ful l man, speech a ready one, and writin g an exact one.” I t forces
you to be exact when you go o n record.

Hansen: The book was pretty well received as something that deals with the issues in a fairly

accurate and careful ways.

O’Brien: Let  us move alon g to electronics .  From at least one referenc e I read
that in 1944 you met with J.P. Ecker t and J.W. Mauchly
[Eckert-Mauchl y Compute r Corporatio n that the Bureau contracte d in
1948 for the firs t UNIVAC system] , who were part of the UNIVAC
development.

Hansen: I think there is a little doubt about whether it was before, during, or at the end of the

war.  I was just reading, incidentally—

O’Brien: Revolution  in U.S. Governmen t Statistics ?

Hansen: Yes, I read some of it before I came over to remind myself of a lot of things instead

of digging out papers.  I decided two things.  One, they have done a pretty good

job.

O’Brien: I foun d i t prett y interesting , and they seem to have checke d i t with
mos t of the participants.

Hansen: The people involved are more carefully checked than most.  Well, I just mentioned

this, because as I remember, there is a little doubt about that date.  It was either just

before the war was over or after it was over.  It was probably 1945 I think—not

1944, but it might have been as early as 1944.  There was a great deal of discussion

of what that UNIVA C ought to look like.  However, because the Census Bureau had
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been the place for punch card equipment and its major application and growth in

the early years, UNIVA C would be useful to the agency.  It was well known that

Hollerith [Herman Hollerith, 1860-1929, designed the punchcard and electric tabu-

lating machine] did his work for the Census Bureau, and it had a laboratory in

which we improved the equipment and were a major applier of it.  So, we believed

that it would be useful to place the UNIVA C at the Bureau of the Census.  The Bu-

reau’s only question was could the Eckert-Mauchly Corporation deliver.  The

agency was totally interested in this kind of thing anyhow.  I had been personally

pushing the Bureau to develop a multi-column sorter, and the people in the Bureau’s

machine lab said you could not do it that way.  I had studied enough of the process

that I could have designed a multi-column sorter.  I could not have made the elec-

tronics exactly right, but I could put down the logic of the multi-column sorter.

O’Brien: In your discussion s with Ecker t and Mauchly , had they develope d the
notio n of the flexibl e programming?

Hansen: They were basically thinking about a computer that came out to be the UNIVAC.

O’Brien: The basic architectura l desig n of the UNIVAC was reasonabl y set in
thei r minds?

Hansen: Yes, tape input and output, buffered input and output, internally program controlled.

O’Brien: I did not realize that their thinkin g had develope d that far.

Hansen: Yes, they really thought it through.  The first tapes were steel tapes, as you probably

know, and they planned to work with steel tapes because they felt they would be

less troublesome.  The logic was laid out well in their minds.  Indeed, I remember

well, as many others do, the fact that they referred back to Babbage [Charles Bab-

bage, 1791-1871 England, who was the inventor of the first automatic computer].

Babbage had everything we had conceptually, and they were following his logic,

except that Babbage was working with mechanical instead of electronic principles,

and the mechanical principles and his machine would not work.  The mechanical

principles for each of the pieces would work, but it was an integrating machine, and

apparently he did not get a total system that was effective.  Developing and integrat-

ing pieces and making it work were things to be done.  I do not remember what

kind of memory the Eckert-Mauchly Corporation talked about when it talked to us

the first time, but I imagine it was the kind of memory the corporation ended up

with in the UNIVAC.  Are you aware of the memory of the UNIVAC?
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O’Brien: Not  specifically .  The UNIVAC was befor e I came here.

Hansen: Well, it was a mercury tank memory.  If you ask me to describe it accurately and

carefully, they would laugh at how I describe it.  Nevertheless, it was basically an

electronic impulse with input to a tube of mercury.  The impulse traveled through

the tube of mercury at the speed of sound and came out at the other end, and was

restructured and put back through and just recirculated; one could tap it off and

change it when you wanted to.

O’Brien: I have heard i t describe d in that way.

Hansen: It is essentially like a drum memory, but it is a mercury tank memory, and I guess

faster than drum memory would be.  However, I am not sure about that.  It was a

way of getting away from a lot of vacuum tubes, and it worked beautifully.  That is

just one way of accomplishing the logic of a memory in the system.  There were

other ways.  Vacuum tubes would have done it, except that there would be more

maintenance requirements and more expensive.

O’Brien: Reliability,  I suspect , woul d have been a very seriou s problem.

Hansen: By the time an intermediate machine or two had been built that had essentially the

major principles of this operating, the Bureau of Standards had developed the Stan-

dard Eastern Automatic Computer [also called by some the Standard Electronic Au-

tomatic Computer].  I do not know what kind of memory this computer had.  Any-

how, the UNIVA C changes were taking place so fast, by the time we were making

the decision to let the Eckert-Mauchly Corporation build the UNIVAC, the corpora-

tion had come through with the final plans and arrangements, which were totally

obsolete.  Electro-static tubes were now the way computers were going to be built

for memory, and the International Business Machines Corporation was “releasing”

one.  We and Eckert and Mauchly stimulated the International Business Machines

Corporation to move much faster.  It was going to move slowly, and I do not know

when it would have gotten there.

O’Brien: You have mentione d elsewher e that the Internationa l Business
Machine s Corporatio n gave up on p roducin g i t for the 1950 Censuses
of Populatio n and Housing .  That was very interesting .  They got into
the game late.

Hansen: Therefore, the Bureau decided to go ahead, and the agency never would have had a

machine if it had not said it was going to build an obsolete one.  Nothing, I think,

was ever a more right decision than that one was.  I do not think we would have a

computer yet.
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O’Brien: Was there anyon e else who was, in effect , crowdin g the Census
Burea u to buy a computer?

Hansen: Well, Census contracted for the first computer but then there was a period when the

contract status was in some doubt.  When I said the Bureau contracted, it did not do

it directly.  The Census Bureau transferred funds to the Bureau of Standards and it

arranged the contract.  There was a period there when the contract for building the

computer was open.  A.C. Nielson, who communicated with Census a great deal,

made a bid for a contract and got one.  Then it backed off , and the Bureau ended up

actually contracting again for the first computer.

O’Brien: We were the only ones?

Hansen: Well, no one was racing us for it.  The Air Force and the Army Map Service was

very interested.  When it came to contracting for the actual construction, three of

them were contracted simultaneously.  Number one for Census, number two for one

of those two, I do not remember which, and number 3 for the Army Map Service.

O’Brien: Cooperative.   Peopl e have remarke d that there was not, at that t ime,
suc h a thin g as an electroni c data processin g departmen t in any
organization .  However , the Censu s Bureau had a hardware
departmen t with punc h machines .  Was there any feelin g internally
that i t woul d be more appropriat e for the punc h card part of the
Burea u to t ake over this procurement , this design , or the application
of the computer ? Or woul d they have been over their heads?

Hansen: The hardware department was participating in this effort.  There was really no seri-

ous question during the development stage that it should not be in the research and

development function.  As soon as the Bureau accepted it, however, I think that the

Machine Tabulation Division handled it.  Running that kind of administrative opera-

tion did not belong in research and development.  Then the Census Bureau learned

that there was stil l more developmental work than the agency realized.  There was a

period where the work was transferred back to the research group to operate be-

cause there were many things to learn about the operation that were not just ordi-

nary management issues.  Whether that was a good decision or not I do not know,

but it probably was.  The research group was involved for about 1 year and then the

work went back to the Machine Tabulation Division, as it should have.

O’Brien: Did  the researc h grou p provid e many of the early programmers?

Hansen: Joe Daly [Joseph Daly, Assistant Chief, Statistical Research Section] was just a pil-

lar of strength.  Jim McPherson [James L. McPherson, Machine Development Staff
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of the Statistical Research Section] turned to Joe for help, and I turned to Joe for

help.  Then, as we started using it, Eli Marks and others started developing more of

a system.  Of course, a lot was going on elsewhere too, with Eckert and Mauchly

and others.  By the time the Bureau got the computer delivered, there were ma-

chines coming out of the International Business Machines Corporation—maybe

even before the agency got the computer delivered, but I do not remember the se-

quences.  It took the International Business Machines Corporation two or three

rounds before they produced a computer that was as good as the UNIVA C for data

processing.  For example, they produced a 705 computer, but initially it did not

have a buffer on it.  I remember that the computer was sitting there waiting for

punch card information to come in.  I should mention the names of many more

people than those already noted.  The methods group were involved in this.  Em-

ployees working in the subject-matter divisions were getting involved, like Bob

Pearl [Robert G. Pearl, Chief, Economic Statistics Section] and others, and people

in the tab division.  Without Joe Daly’s help, I do not know what would have hap-

pened.  Subject-matter staff were brought in.  The Bureau had a philosophy that if

programming was going to be successful, programming needed to be associated

with subject-matter staff, and that it should not be a centralized operation.  When

the work was completed, the Bureau ran the computer 24 hours a day the decennial

census data processing was done.  Howard Brunsman, Chief, Population Division

was looking at the computer data-processing operation to some degree, and at first

he felt that the best thing that the Bureau could do with the computer was junk it.

O’Brien: He later became a conver t and travele d aroun d the world .  That was
his meal t icke t aroun d the world.

Hansen: Indeed he did.  He got interested, started working on it, and got fascinated by it.

We did have our troubles using computers.  For many years after the first computers

were used, problems would always occur.  Brunsman would look at those troubles,

but as he began to get involved and interested, he would look ahead, and he was

one of the best supports of using computers.

O’Brien: It ended well , even with the troubles.

Hansen: It ended beautifully.  Then one of the things that came immediately into consider-

ation was editing and coding on the computer.  Certainly this was one of the major

areas that began to take over as we moved ahead.  One of the principal issues was

how to integrate manual and computer operations.  In some divisions, subject-mat-

ter employees were involved, like Population Division staff; in others, it was 
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handled by people concerned with methodology.  I am sure that it was from the

population program that we began to deal with problems of nonresponse and a hot

deck procedure.  These ideas got incorporated in the census, and there was a lot of

sophisticated work in that 1960 Census of Population and Housing on editing and

coding.  The philosophy was to let the computer do it and then print out doubtful

cases and manually intervene if changes were needed, rather than just print out the

problems and manually work on them and decide what to do.  Let the computer dis-

pose of them and decide if you want to live with it or alter it.  There was a kind of

sampling philosophy also involved in the procedure in that the Bureau introduced

the use of hot decks in such a way that the same characteristics were not replicated.

O’Brien: You limi t the numbe r of replications.

Hansen: Pretty soon I found books and articles published by others that did not credit the

Census Bureau for that innovation, which amazed me.  I may be wrong.  Maybe I

do not know what others were doing at the same time.  However, the agency was

years ahead of others for a while.

O’Brien: It seems to me that the hot deck is greatl y underrated .  When I f irst
came acros s i t, I said now that is a simpl e idea and such a sensible
one, and i t takes advantag e of what I see as a kind of fundamental
seria l correlation .  You walk down the street and the kind s of people
who l ive side by side tend to be the same kind of people.

Hansen: You can take advantage of the geographic contiguity in a population census, but at

the same time you can put in other restraints.  They have to be similar in certain

other characteristics.  You could look for the nearest doctor if you wanted to.

O’Brien: It is a beautifu l system .  I was just fascinate d by this remark today
becaus e on this committe e that we have been workin g with , the
genera l philosoph y was what you are doin g is passe, and I have never
accepte d it y et.

When I came here, one of my early assignments was working on the agriculture

census, and people there said something that was very obvious.  If you just look at

a soil map, you see that there is a tendency for certain kinds of soil to persist over

a wide area.

Hansen: You bet you do.  Tremendous interclass correlation.
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O’Brien: If you want to f ind out what the yield is on a given farm, what could
you do that woul d be better than to look at the neighborin g farm or
you migh t look at the neighborin g farm that had the same kind of
irrigatio n or some irrigate d soil.

Hansen: Subject to restraints.

O’Brien: Yes, subjec t to restraints .  A neighborin g farm of the same size that
seems so natura l that it i s a great idea.  I am not at all surprise d that i t
beats a lot of o ther fancie r approaches.

Hansen: I think Census did a great amount of the development in that area.  I am not sure

they ever got public credit for it.  There must have been a few articles written.  In-

deed there is one article that has my name on it—Ogus, Pritzker, and Hansen, and

maybe Hurwitz’s name was on it also—hardly anything didn’t, but I am not sure.

This was on the philosophy of editing and its application in the establishment sur-

veys and censuses.  I have a feeling that sometimes an academic writes and publish-

es an article in a journal, and it looks like that is where it originated.  I think many

of the things that the Bureau did, and stil l does, to solve problems are stil l attributed

to others because they publish articles on the topics.  The Census Bureau did not get

all the credit it deserved.  I am not complaining about that, but I thought it was par-

ticularly unfortunate that recognition was lacking on where I think the ideas and ap-

plications really came from.  This is the same point I made earlier today that when

you have a problem to solve, you find ways to solve it, you are creative, and I think

that is what happened.

O’Brien: You referre d this mornin g to t he work that was done on FOSDIC [Film
Optica l Sensin g Devic e for Inpu t to Computers ] by Leighton
Greenough .  Were there any other development s that you can recall
wher e Censu s prodded , coaxed , or urged peopl e to get thing s done? I
gues s internall y you develope d a very sophisticate d camera system?

Hansen: We certainly did.  As the Bureau was approaching the 1960 Census of Population

and Housing, it was looking at the second generation of computers and none of

them looked quite right to us in terms of what could be done, because of the really

higher speed computers were running.  You know, I am so far away from this, I

once could say this right, but I wil l say something that is a possibility.  I have gotten

out of the computer business.  Here is a rough approximation.  UNIVA C I was

strictly serial, nothing in parallel, whereas some of the equipment that was coming

out of Remington Rand and the International Business Machines Corporation had

parallel computing.  Census persuaded the Rand Corporation—it was then Sperry
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Rand perhaps—and went through a sequence to consider putting buffers on and

maybe certain other things, but I at least remember putting buffers on that kind of

computer to give us a much higher speed computer than the Bureau would have

had.  They had a 1101 computer out if I remember the numbers right, which did not

have the facility that we wanted on it.  I do not think it had the right tape units on it

either, and the Bureau persuaded them to put the right tape units on it and buffer it

so the agency could get effective input and output with masses of data.  In that pro-

cess, I might mention who was the head of Rand Corporation when they merged

with Sperry Rand.

O’Brien: Do you feel you want to move on?

Hansen: Well, let me say a word more on FOSDIC.  There was a lot of discussion on FOS-

DIC whether to stil l try to do mark sensing, reflective reading, or to go through the

microfilm process.  Greenough [M. Leighton Greenough, an electrical engineer at

the National Bureau of Standards, worked on FOSDIC for the Census Bureau] was

told that he could just do it better if he went through the microfilm process.  It was

more reliable.

O’Brien: When you said reflectiv e reading , you mean direc t readin g from the
paper—direc t productio n of tape from the paper rather than usin g the
intervenin g photographi c process.

Hansen: Yes, that is exactly what I mean.  By somehow reflecting the light from the tape and

the dots on the tape, this would reflect in such a way that the information would be

read or not read.  It was perfectly feasible.  It was being done.  Greenough did not

feel that procedure was reliable.  The Bureau concluded also that it had always

photographed these questionnaires anyhow for the final record, it was not costing us

anything, and it was giving us a reliable system.  So, the agency went with the mi-

crofilm approach.

O’Brien: MacRae Anderso n [Chief , Engineerin g Researc h Branch , Computer
Facilitie s Divisio n at the Bureau worke d on F OSDIC], Bob Varson
[Rober t J. Varson , Assistan t Chief , Engineerin g Development
Laboratory] , and Tony Berlinsk y [Chief , Engineerin g Development
Branch ] did a lot of the work.

Hansen: It was Berlinsky who took responsibility for improving FOSDIC, with advice, I

guess, here and there, for second generation FOSDIC.  Well, I think FOSDIC was

really a success without some of the growing pains the agency had to go through on

the computers.  Not that there were not some problems, but they were not anymore
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than one would expect with any innovative thing like that.  The need for something

was very great, and the Bureau wondered how it could do that.  Census went to the

Bureau of Standards, and it said this is the way it proposed to do it for you.  Census

looked at the total system and said that was the weak spot in the system.

O’Brien: I have made the commen t in some meeting s recentl y that you met
wit h Ecker t and Mauchl y in 1944, and by abou t 1954 the Bureau had a
workin g compute r and a FOSDIC prototyp e that was working ; so, in
the space of abou t 10 years, Censu s really leaped acros s a major
chasm .  I do not believ e there has been any fundamenta l chang e in
the way that the Bureau gather s data or processe s them sinc e it
introduce d FOSDIC.

Hansen: That may well be true.  The computer reached its effective performance in 1951

when I took it.  For FOSDIC, I am not sure.

O’Brien: I believ e it was aroun d the mid-1950s.

Hansen: The Census Bureau certainly started the work early.  The agency started with the

Bureau of Standards before the 1950 Censuses of Population and Housing was be-

ing taken.  The Bureau worked with the Bureau of Standards because Census was,

as always, working on the next census while it was doing the existing one.  So, the

Bureau started working with the Bureau of Standards; it did the development and

the testing of the system while the Census Bureau provided the financing.  Green-

ough came to Census and worked here much of that time.

O’Brien: Did  you have any other comment s on e lectronic s or
technology—hardwar e in technology?

Hansen: Not really, I guess.  There are all sorts of things to be said.

O’Brien: I woul d suspec t that the firs t compute r and the firs t FOSDIC is enough
wor k for one afternoon.

Hansen: The next thing is progress on the use of administrative records.  Obviously, an early

use of them was what has led to the improvement of the county business patterns

series.  The kind of work with administrative records led to the development of the

Standard Statistical Establishment List used in the economic census and survey pro-

grams.  I guess seeing the potential and doing it was important.  Grieves had an im-

portant roll in that along with the other subject-matter people.  I do not know how

well you knew Howard Grieves [Deputy Director of the Census Bureau

1965-1967].
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O’Brien: I did not know him well .  I only had a coupl e of dealing s with him
when he was in one of his gruf f phases .  I never got to know him.

Hansen: He was a smart and impatient guy.

O’Brien: Grieves  was smart , tough , and sometime s abrasive.

Hansen: Yes he was.  I guess he was the best support the Bureau could have had, and I am

talking about support from the top staff.  He provided the best kind of support to the

Bureau for years.  Here and there he pushed things a little faster than I wanted to

see them pushed.  Two or three times he was right, and one time I think he was

wrong.  During the latter part of my career at the Census Bureau, it was pushing

hard to use administrative records to the fullest extent in its economic census and

survey programs.  Census was moving along that line, and Grieves decided: “by

golly, there is enough information there that would permit the agency to forego col-

lecting some information in the census and input the data from administrative re-

cords.  I think that development was a major step forward.  Instead of collecting

data for all establishment, the Bureau could obtain the information from a sample of

small establishments.

O’Brien: Yes, and you can use that as a regression.

Hansen: Yes; that would greatly reduce the cost and burden on small establishments.  People

talk about burden on businesses, and I think it is hogwash.  Unlike what many parts

of the Government says, like the Office of Management and Budget, it does not cost

people anything in terms of the number of hours to complete a population census

questionnaire.  Many individuals are interested.  The same thing with the Current

Population Survey.  Most people are pleased to be interviewed now and then.  A

small subset of people write editorials, but by and large in the population area, the

burden I think is not going to be great.

In the business area, I think burden is real, and it is major step forward to push

those things through, instead of doing research on them for another decade, and

then pushing them through.  I would have done the latter, Grieves did the former,

but he did it with our participation, support, and approval.

O’Brien: It is refreshin g to have someon e who is strainin g to reach. . . Jim
Corbet t [James P. Corbett , Principa l Researcher , Operation s Research
Branch ] use to speak of the difficultie s of t ryin g to push a string
throug h a pipe.

Hansen: Where is Jim now?
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O’Brien: Jim  has retired , and he now l ives in Florence , Massachusetts .  His
wife , I thin k teaches at Amhers t and occasionall y t ravel s to London.
She is a c lassica l Greek and Latin scholar .  She, in effect , can get a
job in Londo n any t ime she wants and stays as long as she wants—its
one of thos e classi c places.

Hansen: And he follows her?

O’Brien: Sometimes  he does and sometime s he d oes not.

Hansen: He was an interesting guy.

O’Brien: Yes, very interesting .  Very versatil e intellectuall y and artistically.

Hansen: I did not know him that well, personally, to know he was artistic.

O’Brien: He was an accomplishe d artis t and musicia n and had a specia l k ind of
sens e of humor.

Hansen: Well, there were related developments in administrative records that were interac-

tive also.  There are such things as getting population data for small areas, income

data for small areas from the tax returns.  So, I think that was a broad operations

research kind of approach.  The whole job of what you are doing needs more than

just a limited perspective.  Then, there was a group that came in from a small-area

committee; it was a new influence in the Bureau, a wholesome influence, a bunch

of people that I think were basically academics.  Interaction between them and the

operating staff was also very good.  They brought the same thing that we did—

group perspective.

O’Brien: One of the specifi c areas I wanted to t ake up later, was your reactions
to the whol e array of committee s that you dealt with , and you
establishe d in some cases, throug h the years of specia l panels.

Hansen: We can divert for a minute and come back, if that is okay, because it is not going to

take long to say what I have to say.  I think, by and large, these groups are very use-

ful, if they are used properly.  I guess my feeling was that now and then they pro-

vide good ideas.  Now and then you get something new and different, but I do not

think that is what you bring them in here for.  If you get good ideas, that is a bonus.

Mostly, you get one or two things.  First, summaries of what the Bureau is doing

have to be prepared.  It is related to what I said earlier about writing.  When a per-

son is forced to write things out that creates a record (which is important to have),

that activity creates a better understanding of what you are doing or plan to do, and

it also forces a person to organize his or her thinking.  I think that is one of the great
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purposes derived from bringing together these groups.  Second, the committees be-

come a sounding board and provides interaction which may raise useful questions

about what the Bureau is doing or plans to do.  The committees prevent the Bureau

from doing something that may prove to be disastrous.  These committees or panels

cannot be expected to come to the Bureau and know more about what Census is

doing when it is spending months at on a particular program and they are spending

only days considering the program.  However, they can provide a new perspective.

So, when I worked at the Census Bureau, I found them useful.

O’Brien: They were, I believe , all prett y well establishe d mathematical
statistician s with specialtie s related . . .

Hansen: Indeed they were, leaders in the field.  Bil l Cochran was; you could not find a more

able person than Bill .  But even there, we did not expect, and they did not come to

the Bureau, to “turn us around” very often.  They came in and worked with us and

talked through things.  Most of the time they and the Bureau learned from the ex-

perience.  It was not a one-way street by any means, and it was well worthwhile.

Another aspect I started to mention but I did not quite get out is the benefit the Bu-

reau received when it has someone out there who can speak for the agency.  I won-

dered why the agency has not had the expert panel in recent years.  After I left the

Bureau, the panel of experts were not used again, as far as I know, except as an oc-

casional event as distinguished from a permanent forum.  We had a meeting about

two or three times a year.

O’Brien: With  the Carter Administration , the law and regulation s said you could
not have a panel unles s i t met certai n criteria ; thos e criteri a really
rule d out an elitis t panel.

Hansen: Well, there was probably a perfectly strong reason there.

O’Brien: We have had some ad hoc panels for a coupl e of days.

Hansen: What the Bureau could do then was say that it had talked with this panel about a

particular issue.  This gave the Bureau credibility.  However, the changes we have

seen during the Carter Administration and the Reagan Administration seem to carry

the philosophy that advisory panels are made up of people who are only promoting

its own welfare and feather their own nest.  Maybe that is the way a lot of them are,

but that was not the way they were when I was on an advisory panel or when I had

them in.
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O’Brien: Vincent  Barabb a [Director , 1973-1976 and 1979-1980], who became
Directo r the firs t t ime in the Nixo n Administration , said that he
thought , from the briefing s that he got, that the advisor y committees
were a great boondoggle , and i t was a way that you rewarde d your
friends .  He was quit e surprise d to learn, firs t of all , that they
contribut e their t ime, like you today, withou t consultin g fees.  This was
no great boon to t hem.

Hansen: Wait until you get my bill.

O’Brien: Second,  he though t i t was a good bargai n that the Censu s Bureau had
them ; even i f they had charged , he woul d have though t i t was wort h i t.

Hansen: The Census Bureau did pay the panel of statistical consultants a modest fee.  Noth-

ing that amounted to anything.  Census expected to use them a little more frequently

than your standing committees.  That disposes of advisory groups, unless you have

more to ask.

O’Brien: No, I thin k that is very interesting .  It more or less parallel s my own
experienc e with them, excep t that I really felt that i t was too bad that
the agenc y was not able to get the benefi t of somethin g l ike the panel,
mor e or less, as a regula r standin g body whic h became acquainted
wit h Censu s problem s over a long t ime.

If this is an appropriat e time, I woul d appreciat e some of your
comment s on qualit y contro l at the Bureau and your involvemen t with
it .  Particularly , whethe r or n ot you believ e that the Bureau followed
the polic y that is sometime s describe d as the poin t of v iew that i f the
Censu s Bureau carrie s out an operation , if it i s importan t enoug h for
us to pay peopl e to do i t, it is importan t enoug h for us to check to see
that it i s done right .  Sometime s that check can be done routinel y as
part of a later operation .  Sometime s that check has to be done by a
forma l systematic , statistica l quality-contro l system .  In general,
whateve r the Bureau does ough t to be checke d to see that it i s within
acceptabl e limits .  Some people , includin g some extremel y smart
peopl e who are runnin g other statistica l agencie s in town , have found
that an i nterestin g poin t of v iew, but one that they regard as
hopelessl y idealisti c by compariso n to t heir own view of what one can
do.  I wondere d whethe r you had run into that philosophy.

Hansen: You state the point of view pretty well.  I wil l elaborate a little as I see it.  Let me

say first that I have run into some other agencies in my WESTAT work.  I am

amazed at the reaction for proposing quality-control operations and quality-
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evaluation operations; some of the people working with those agencies wil l not 

tolerate that.

O’Brien: You mean they are unwillin g to pay?

Hansen: I am not saying the agency is unwilling to pay for it.  They say if you want to check

on the field work being undertaken, the people wil l not tolerate having their work

checked on.  You have got to keep their good will .  That seems to me to be pretty

intolerable; however, it is true that you have got to do it in a rational way.  You have

got to go out and check on people and make it a routine system; it is part of what

you have to do.  The philosophy that you stated is to do a good job.  Let me start by

distinguishing two things which are not always so distinguishable.  The first is a

quality-control system and the other is an evaluation system.  In a quality-control

system, as I see it, a person provides feed back which affects the operation while it

is going on; you may not have a quality evaluation of what you did, because you

changed it in the process of administering the quality control.  The second is an

evaluation system in which the feeding back takes place over a longer time cycle.

O’Brien: I see qualit y contro l as affectin g the qualit y durin g the curren t cycle,
and evaluatio n affectin g the next cycle , whic h may be 10 years away.

Hansen: It may be 10 years away, 1 month away, or 6 months away.  Some programs are

actually both—a process-control system often affects the future and not the past.

Sometimes you are doing evaluation only in the sense that you do not have any

thought that it wil l affect the short run stuff but wil l impact long term operations.

Al l I want to say is that I endorse what you were saying basically in respect to both

of those; you need, at least, to conduct evaluation studies and report on the results.

You do not have to spend your total appropriation on it.  You certainly have to give

it serious attention.  For the field work in the Current Population Survey, for exam-

ple, we wrote an evaluation paper on it.  It reported that about 25 percent of the cost

was related to quality control, training, and evaluation, including such things as the

observation, the reinterview, and the training programs.  That is a pretty fair amount

of funds.  For a study as important as the Current Population Survey, if it takes that

amount of funding to keep the survey under reasonable control, it better be paid.

O’Brien: Sometimes,  but probabl y not as much as the Bureau should.

Hansen: I used to go out and do some interviewing in an enumeration district.  Either I, or

two or three of us, took an enumeration district in every census.  One of the things

we saw, especially observing interviewers in the Current Population Survey and the

business survey was that enumerators were not trained very well.  You are sort of
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frustrated that the instructions were not being followed carefully.  Then the Bureau

introduced these programs whereby we observed them.  My impression of the ob-

servations in later years was that the enumerators really know what they were do-

ing, and they did not always follow the instructions, but they were smart enough to

know that they had to deviate from the instructions.  Enumerators had to interact

with the respondents.  By and large, they knew what they were doing; when they

deviated, it was in a sensible way.  In spite of all that, the Bureau stil l has those

gross differences and measurement problems that need more research.  I was im-

pressed when Census brought the Canadians here, and they talked about what they

observed.  The Bureau swore the Canadians in as census agents so they could go

out and observe.  They said that their people were not under the kind of control that

ours were.  I think they instituted some quality-control programs.  It is one thing to

have a control program where people do what they are told to do, and deviate in

reasonable ways, and the other is to have it without error.  The second does not fol-

low the first.

O’Brien: I thin k the secon d certainl y is unrealistic , withou t error.

Hansen: To me, it is important to evaluate and to publish the results—that is, the evaluation

results as well as the data.  It is the kind of integrity and openness that I think be-

longs in a statistical agency.

O’Brien: Did  you f ind , Morris , that there was continuin g resistanc e toward
qualit y control ? It c ertainl y seems, at least recently , that there has
been.

Hansen: In what setting?

O’Brien: In the settin g of the 1980 Censu s of Populatio n and Housing , it was
the judgmen t of some peopl e who were involve d in qualit y contro l in
the processin g areas that there has never been a great deal of
enthusias m for qualit y contro l by t he peopl e whos e qualit y was being
controlled , eithe r by the workers , their supervisors , or in many cases
the line managers.

Hansen: What form does the resistance take? Let me ask my question better.  One form the

resistance could take is say the Bureau wants to inspect 100 percent of the work,

which is what they used to do in the census.  The other could be Census does not

need that inspection; it knows what it is doing, does not need any formal inspection,

and it wil l evaluate in an informal way.  The supervisor knows where the bad spots

are.
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O’Brien: It is more in the latter direction .  The agenc y does not really need all
thi s fancy apparatu s of forma l qualit y control .  There are ways that the
Burea u can subtl y sabotag e it by not puttin g the righ t peopl e on i t, or
by cancelin g the evaluatio n for a certai n period.

Hansen: It costs money, and we are going to save it.

O’Brien: It cost s money and i t hold s up s chedule ; therefore , some say the
Burea u woul d l ike to do i t i f the agenc y coul d affor d to, but
unfortunatel y i t cannot.

Hansen: I am not sure Census did it very much where it would hold up schedules.  In the

context of the decennial census because it would not be able to collect data on

schedule.

O’Brien: Holding  up the schedul e may resul t i f a lot of work is rejected .  The
rejecte d work has to be reworked .  If you say that it i s qualit y control
that is causin g the schedul e to be delayed , it is really poor work.

Hansen: If  it is poor work that is causing it to be delayed, the Bureau better be prepared to

pay that price.

O’Brien: I was wonderin g if y ou encountere d that back then, or whethe r there
was somethin g l ike an espiri t de corps , or some kind of message.

Hansen: I think the agency encountered some of it.  I think because the setting Census was

working in was one of moving from 100-percent inspection to sample inspection.

Now the agency inspects on a sample basis.

O’Brien: That  is an interestin g point.

Hansen: But I am sure there was some of what you were saying too—a feeling on the part of

supervisors, especially in connection with field work, that the Bureau knows where

its “weak people” are, where it has to focus its attention.  The Bureau always said a

person should have latitude in situations where problems exist.  In addition, Census

has to have quality control, and it is worked well.  I think what you said is essential

too: “If it is worth paying for, it is worth understanding what the Bureau has as to

quality.” The second measurement is not truth either.

O’Brien: But  hopefull y i t is better.

Hansen: Yes, and you at least better understand what the process is, what the gross differ-

ences are.  Some of the process is taking corrective action, and some of it is under-

standing what you have.
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O’Brien: Your  remark remind s me of a commen t that I heard when I f irs t went
to Istanbul .  A wise Turk said that many American s are extremely
frustrate d and annoye d with Istanbu l and with Turke y in general,
becaus e American s approac h thing s from the Wester n approach .  He
said , if American s approac h thing s from an Easter n cultura l sense,
they wil l see Istanbu l really as an up-to-date , moder n city by
compariso n with the hinterland .  Whereas i f you approac h i t f rom
Rome, Berlin , Paris , London , then it s eems backward.

Hansen: You are right, we wind up with some of that.  Certainly the philosophy was there

more in the field work than in the processing operations.

O’Brien: There have been recent example s where there have been problem s in
connectio n with data processing.

Hansen: It is a little harder if you are holding up work because it wil l not “pass” unless you

have got the right standards, and you have to be careful about that.

O’Brien: Yes, if you have unrealisti c and unreasonabl e standards , you change
them.

Hansen: If  that is what is holding up the work, then it is a little hard to justify it.  What ought

not to happen is to get rid of quality control instead of changing the process.  You

do not inspect the process and correct the errors; rather, you look at the system.

O’Brien: Get the syste m functionin g correctly .  Do you have any recollectio n as
to whethe r there was what you regarde d as a rationa l way of setting
acceptabl e and objectiv e qualit y l imit s you though t was better than
jus t the applicatio n of soun d manageria l judgment?

Hansen: We always talked about looking at this as a problem, extending the response-error

model to estimate the contributions to variance and the ways in which errors come

into these processes.  I think if you really understood the errors that are coming into

the processes, you can improve the quality control side, as the Bureau did on the

sampling side.  However, that is easier to say than to do.  I have to say that the

agency talked about it, but I do not feel that it made much progress; I do not think

that means that progress cannot be made.  I think that it was not one of the Bureau’s

top priorities.  The agency associates cost with these features, and it, in a sense, op-

timizes the spending of its resources.  The one thing that I think that Census did that

needed doing was to look at the goals, determine how they could be achieved, and

figure out what resources were needed to achieve its goals.  There is a tendency to

assume they must have found the best way or they would not have done it for 100

years or 10 years.  That concept must be cast aside.  It is a little hard to evaluate
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those quality-control errors; they do not simply jump out.  I do not think the Bureau

ever worked at it seriously either; the agency talked about it, and it just was not

done.

O’Brien: I believ e Ben Teppin g [Benjami n Tepping , of the Bureau’ s Statistical
Researc h Section ] and Tom Jabin e [Thoma s Jabine , Chief , of the
Bureau’ s Statistica l Researc h Division ] did i t for awhile , and they
came to the conclusion , whic h Tom though t was a l ittl e disappointing,
that the main contributor s to error s were the interviewers .  By
comparison , even erro r rates, whic h you previousl y regarde d as
borderin g on the scandalous , were quit e tolerabl e becaus e their
contributio n overal l to the varianc e was overwhelme d by what the
interview s had done.

Hansen: Well, that might be so, and that leads me to somewhat alter what I said; you cannot

expect to have people working in large-scale operations, lots of people working,

without giving them some feedback on the quality of what they are doing and un-

derstanding.  You can put your sampling inspection rates at lower levels, but I do

not think you can eliminate them.

O’Brien: I agree.  I thin k the feedbac k is really a cruciall y importan t part of b oth
trainin g and of keepin g peopl e motivated.

Hansen: I am reminded of the discussion the agency had with a panel of statistical consul-

tants on essentially this issue.  I said you could observe the difference in the way the

interviewer operated, but the Bureau was not able to prove what it got out of quality

control in the Current Population Survey.  When I said Census was spending 25

percent of its field work, that is exaggerated a little bit, because the supervisor has

to be there anyhow.  If the supervisor was not doing it this way, he would be doing

something else.  The Bureau was not able to show what the reduction in errors

were.  Does the agency carry on the system, does it cut it out, or does it reduce it?

The panel judgment, with a unanimous voice, was that you carry it on—we have

got to pay this kind of a price to have credibility.

O’Brien: Was this the judgmen t of the supervisors?

Hansen: No, the panel.  I cannot say anything about the judgment of the supervisors.  There

is a question about whether you pay this price or you cut the price in half.  If you

can cut it in half, then you really cannot measure if your conclusion is that all the

errors are really in another place.  I think you stil l have to carry on the system if you

can make good use of its magnitude.
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O’Brien: Do you have anythin g furthe r on qualit y control?

Hansen: We got interested in the problem of dependent versus independent verification.  I

thought it was an interesting area for development, but I do not know that the Bu-

reau ever did enough to really establish good rules.  I think it deserved more work,

the last I knew about it.

O’Brien: Well,  more work has been done, and some of the result s that turned
up have dismaye d me, partl y becaus e they shattere d my
preconception s and partl y becaus e they make the job a lot harder.
Tom O’Reagan [Rober t T. O’Reagan , Statistica l Researc h Division ] has
don e some work on proces s control .  Essentially , his conclusio n is
that there is no way that the agenc y has yet foun d a way to predict
who wil l be coder s next month .  The Bureau compare s erro r rates this
mont h with erro r rates next month , and the correlatio n is not
statisticall y s ignificant.

Hansen: It is frustrating, but you would expect that to happen if these people are all pretty

good.  If they were terrible, then you would not expect that to happen.  That is what

you would expect to happen if the system is essentially under control.

O’Brien: One possibl e explanatio n is t hat the syste m has a lot of “ noise ” i n i t,
and i t may be a shade better than a rando m assignmen t of n umbers;
however , there seems to be a lot of randomnes s in the system .  In
every other f ield of l ife, if a perso n graduate s f irs t in his c lass from
gramma r schoo l you woul d expec t that he w oul d do reasonabl y well
in high school.

Hansen: I thought Census had established what you are saying did exist earlier.

O’Brien: Yes, but the peopl e who were capabl e of achievin g a high level of
qualit y and productivity , and produc e low erro r rates, shoul d be
identified , trained , and motivate d i f they continue d to work at those
levels .  Recent informatio n suggest s that the correlation s are much
lower.

Hansen: If  they are basically doing a quality job, that is what you can expect.  If the quality

is terrible, this question of a lot of “noise” is relevant to that.
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O’Brien: If the “ noise ” i s all below 1 percent , then i t does not really much
matter .  If it i s bounde d at a level that is quit e acceptable , then i t is
reall y not crucia l whethe r the numbe r is .2 this mont h or .8 the next
month .  If there was a chang e of 4 to 1 from one mont h to another , it
seems at f irs t to be impressive ; however , .2 to .8 is really all downhill;
it does not matter.  I gather i t is not at that level .  I find i t dismaying
becaus e there is no c lear answer .  It seems to me that one shoul d look
mor e deeply into nonstatistica l factors , maybe psychologica l or
motivational , to see what i t takes to f ind the peopl e who really do well
and who wil l consistentl y do well.

Hansen: Another topic we have is Dual Independent Map Encoding.  I do not have too much

to say on that.  I guess Dual Independent Map Encoding was partly an outgrowth

of, as I saw it, a group of academics that the Bureau brought in as a committee to

consider on small-area statistics.  These individuals had been doing a great deal of

work on digitizing maps.  They had ideas of what ought to be done, and I think they

influenced Census in an important way to move in this kind of direction.  The Bu-

reau had a bunch of kids that had gotten excited about it and went after it.  We

would give them support, but they did it.

O’Brien: There was Jim Corbet t who provide d the key intellectua l thrust.

Hansen: I think the Bureau created an environment that they could do that in.  The work was

essential.  I should add one other piece to this topic.  Some of that came out of the

address coding guide.  Some of the people working in the industry area were getting

stuck, and they needed address coding.  They made big progress.  These youngsters

took advantage of that and went on to doing the kinds of things Jim Corbett was

pushing.  I think it was a big development, and I have been terribly disappointed

that it has not had a faster impact on the world than it did.  I guess that is partly be-

cause when the work was first started people thought it was going to solve a lot of

problems, but it was much more difficul t to achieve.  It stems back to what I started

to say about administrative records.  You really cannot move real fast until you have

a geographic coding system that contains very few errors.

O’Brien: Zero  defects.

Hansen: You could work it fast, and you could go from coordinates back and forth to areas

in a hurry.  You would have the world by the tail in terms of using administrative

records.  The agency set up operations that were supposed to get all sorts of these

things going in local communities.  I think Census made a lot of progress, but I am
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not sure where it stands.  I have a feeling it sort of petered out.  Where does it

stand?

O’Brien: I have not kept up with i t.  A coupl e of years ago when I did have
responsibilit y for i t I had the clear impressio n that peopl e had bought
our systems ; in some cases they had change d them and made them a
littl e fancie r on their own.  They were usin g them more or less
routinely .  Like you, I do not have any direc t feel for how much i t has
change d the world .  One thin g I do have a much better feel for is that
the Bureau’ s Geograph y Divisio n has been converted .  They tended to
wax and wane in their acceptanc e and enthusias m for the Dual
Independen t Map Encodin g system .  I thin k that they now recognize
that it i s a rational , well roote d way of doin g the plans for the 1990
Censu s of Populatio n and Housing , and cooperatio n is very good with
them .  They have been quit e open.

Hansen: This is something where various record systems get brought into a system and the

whole thing becomes more coordinated.  Well, it holds great power.

O’Brien: I feel i t is on i ts way withi n the Bureau .  I guess I am reasonably
satisfie d that it i s.  I thin k that it i s very l ikel y that it i s goin g to
becom e a permanen t part of what the Bureau does geographically .  I
do not know the exten t to whic h i t has change d the worl d outside.
Morris , let’s turn to t he questio n of coverag e measuremen t during
you r tenur e at the Censu s Bureau.

Hansen: We started with the post-enumeration surveys, which were basically successful in

that the agency identified the under coverage due to missed housing units.  The

Census Bureau took steps that it thought were effective to improve that substantial-

ly, such as the post office check.  But with respect to the other types of under cover-

age, the agency was not able to identify in the post-enumeration survey effectively

enough to get clues as to what it was and how to deal with it.  Presumably, the

missed people in housing units were individuals not associated with housing units

or with different degrees of association with housing units.  People did not want to

be counted in the census.  There is not much you can do to get them to want to be

counted if they do not want to be.  I have a feeling if the Bureau wanted to pay the

price of getting a good census, it could if it set up a registration system as they have

in Scandinavia and some other countries.  I think Census could improve coverage

enormously that way.  I do not think the registration system alone would take care

of that.  A registration system together with the census wil l help each other.  Mem-

bers of Congress and others have wanted to get away from identification systems.
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We have gone halfway.  So the Bureau does not want it bad enough or it would be

prepared to pay the price.  Now the other system, in addition to post-enumeration

surveys, is record checks where I think the real hope is.  But there are difficul t and

expensive matching problems that have to be dealt with.  Then there is demographic

analysis.  Demographic analysis seems to me like it is much weaker now than it

was in the past.

O’Brien: Because  of the undocumente d worker s problem?

Hansen: Yes, because in the past the weak link in it was always net migration effects; how-

ever, at least the effects were small.  Now it is a wide open question.  So I do not

think the Bureau can put great faith in that one, except for certain subgroups where

the problem may be less important.  The record checks look to me like it is the way

it has to be done intensively and has the most hope.  I once had a hope for another

system, which I think could conceivably give us some evidence.

O’Brien: What  was that?

Hansen: Well, that was a system of participant observers.  I have a feeling this is at least

worth a lot more exploration than the Bureau gave it, and I do not know how much

has happened since I left.  Here, you are setting up systems where you establish

complete confidence and communication with people that live in a community,

enough to report on a small group of people associated with households—people

who come in and out of those households.  Not too many households can be cov-

ered by a person because you would get away from the participant observer con-

cept.  One of the difficulties of this is that it gets to sound like it is out of the statis-

tical perspective.

O’Brien: It is mainl y anthropological.

Hansen: Well, it is partly an area in anthropology.  I stil l believe that it is worth research to

see if you cannot do intensive participant observation, professional or otherwise, in

a set of spots.  Do not try to do thousands of them until you learn how to “walk a

littl e bit” with a few of them.  Get some numbers that you can use for regression

purposes to get a dependent variable that can be used and mixed with independent

variables, which would permit to produce estimates for smaller areas.  The first step

would be to learn what it is for the country.  Then, one should learn about the por-

tions that are causing trouble, and maybe you can do something about it or develop

other approaches.  This would be doing what a post-enumeration survey was de-

signed to do, but what it does not seem to be qualified to do.
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O’Brien: Getting  the peopl e who do n ot want to be counted.

Hansen: Yes, or where the system just does not do it because they are mobile, and they are

not involved in the system.  It is a hope that I have always had, and the Bureau nev-

er got to exercise very much.  The agency got a start on it.  Census set up an ethno-

graphic study.  I have a feeling that there was some substance there, and it has to be

proved.  Maybe it is like some of these other things that gets hopeless, but I would

not be prepared to accept that yet.  You might look back at the report, the one that

we did.  Are you familiar with that one?

O’Brien: The Valentin e study ? Yes, I am.

Hansen: I think we got out of that Valentine study what we anticipated.  This is, he [Valen-

tine] believed that a lot of people were not in the census because they did not want

to be counted.  I am not really quoting him.  This is my recollection.

O’Brien: It is my recollectio n too.

Hansen: If  you could set up a participant observer system that worked, you could do some

regressions and things on other variables and some adjustments if you just had a

few hundred of these observations carefully done.  Maybe at least you would begin

to understand what is going on better.  I have a feeling this might be done jointly

and supported by other agencies too where the Bureau is trying to reach and under-

stand the welfare population and things like that.  Well, the steps the Bureau took

and how it did them, I guess I have answered.  I am afraid to say what I think might

be an hypothesis as towards exploration.  I do not think the Bureau has solved the

problem as yet.

O’Brien: What  abou t the weaknesse s of demographi c analysis?

Hansen: Demographic analysis has increased.  Even in 1980, people were revising the 1970

demographic analyses numbers because they felt they had more confidence in them

then they should have had.  There are always weaknesses in those kind of numbers

anyhow.  People put out numbers, and pretty soon they “come to be true”; then this

truth” i s used to recommend actions.  The idea of a paper now is to show that cov-

erage estimation procedures were never intended to be precise enough for adjust-

ment.  Well, I think, I would not want to go along with that statement all the way.

The Census Bureau was thinking of the desirable end that it would satisfy itself that

it knew how to move to adjustment.  The agency was not able to get good enough

results, except with a procedure that could not be used for local areas; that is the

demographic analysis procedure which never could be used for local areas unless
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the agency tied that procedure to some other things.  So, I do not agree with the

statement that the agency never intended to be precise enough; however, Census

was not hopeful that its first steps would solve all the questions.  What was done

was to improve what it did with estimation procedures and with knowledge gained

in previous censuses to improve coverage in the next census.  Again, one of them

was the post office check.  The Bureau regarded that as having proved its weight.

Maybe there are other ways, but that is one way it felt it got something improved.

Other ways were some things that the agency is not that sure of yet.  Census also

had evidence that vacant units were continuously reported vacant that were occu-

pied.  The Bureau took a sample of them and did some adjustments.  From a sam-

ple, it is a somewhat dubious procedure although I think it is better than not doing

it.  For the most part, I think the Bureau was unsuccessful, except for those limited

things it did on coverage.  Census was stil l groping, and these activities things were

well documented.  You know, this research documentation that was started long

ago, that you have there, covers almost anything that I would know about.  I do not

have files.  I did not carry files away from Census, except one of papers and memo-

randa.  I think these would all be in the research documentation as they appeared

after the fact.

O’Brien: Yes, we have the researc h documentatio n f ile and the series of
evaluativ e studie s after each census .  What abou t Congres s and i ts
committees?

Hansen: With respect to the oversight and appropriation subcommittees, I do not have any

neat answers.  I sat in on a lot of the hearings.  All sorts of variations in the process,

and I do not think I can contribute anything that would be useful to you.

O’Brien: Okay.   Do you recal l any particula r activities , events , or legislatio n that
illustrate d any notabl e successe s with Congres s or notable
difficulties?

Hansen: Yes, I think there were a lot of things that were notable successes.  On the whole, if

the Bureau kept working at it, I had a feeling Census could get things through com-

mittees.  Sometimes it took some time.  The Bureau felt as it moved into under-

standing things better that it could use sampling, for example, and do better with the

quinquennial censuses of manufacturers and an annual sample survey; the agency

proposed the legislation and it was passed by Congress.
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O’Brien: That  is a clear case of persuadin g Congres s to accep t a sampl e in
plac e of a census.

Hansen: There was legislation authorizing the use of sampling in connection with the census.

There are a lot of cases that could be cited; that is just one illustration.  Another

very important one concerned UNIVAC.  The Bureau had to get authorization from

the Congress to spend funds to support the development of UNIVAC.  In this partic-

ular case, the agency had money that was either going to revert to the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Treasury—it was near the end of the fiscal year—and the Bureau went

to Congress and said here is an opportunity we better not miss.  The appropriations

subcommittee went along with it.  I do not think it took a congressional action then,

maybe it did.  Census felt, at least, that it had to get the committee’s consent, and

maybe it took an action.

O’Brien: Do you have any recollectio n of the amoun t of money?

Hansen: It was on the order of a $330,000; it might have been $500,000.

O’Brien: Sampling  and the UNIVAC are certainl y two importan t ones.

Hansen: I think there are many others.  I remember going in and being brow beaten again

and again, even on funding UNIVAC.  The Bureau went to Congress with great

hopes, believing what Congress said—that in 2 years or 3 years the Bureau would

have this and the world would be changed.  It took 5 years or something instead of

2, and the world was not changing quite as fast as the Census Bureau had expected.

O’Brien: I guess durin g thos e intervenin g years i t was difficul t to answe r why
you did not have it yet.

Hansen: Basically, the subcommittee members were understanding, and they were proud of

their participation in it.

O’Brien: Was the Bureau’ s relationshi p good , bad, or indifferen t with the Office
of Statistica l Policy , a Divisio n of the Offic e of Managemen t and
Budget ? Can you remembe r particula r program s or activitie s for
whic h the Offic e of Statistica l Polic y was especiall y influentia l or
critica l in a positiv e or negativ e way?

Hansen: By and large I had a feeling that the Bureau had good relations with the Office of

Statistical Policy.  Census tried to keep it informed and involved in a limited sense.

In many instances, I think it did the Census Bureau a great deal of good in the ap-

propriations process.  Once in a while that office cut something out the Bureau

thought it wanted, but by in large the Office of Statistical Policy was supportive of

the Bureau’s needs.
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O’Brien: Morris,  do you recal l that Dr. Raymon d Bye was in that office , and he
had some proposal s for somethin g l ike Lesli e Kish’ s idea of a rolling
census?

Hansen: I do not recall a Raymond Bye, but let me comment on what you are saying.  The

idea of a rolling census has been around and discussed for many years.  There is

nothing new about it.

O’Brien: I was under the impressio n that someon e who was in the positio n of, I
guess , the Chief Statistician . . .

Hansen: I think you have got the wrong name.  There was a Raymond Bowman [became the

Assistant Director for Statistical Standards for the Bureau of the Budget in 1955

(now the Office of Management and Budget), and he might have talked about that;

we have talked about such things for years.  One of the last things I did before I left

the Census Bureau was to seriously propose a rolling census in the business and ser-

vices area because we had a list to work from.  The concept was to have a 20-per-

cent sample each year instead of a census every 5 years.  A rolling census had some

disadvantages, and I thought the Bureau really had a chance to implement such a

program.  There is probably a memorandum around that describes it.  I do not know

if you could find it or not.  In the population census, we talked about it, and in the

agriculture census it was discussed again and again.  Here, we were talking about an

annual sample survey.  We would have a tenth of a sample every year or a 20-per-

cent sample every year.  When the Bureau started examining that plan’s details, the

plan did not look so attractive.

O’Brien: How did you see the Bureau’ s relationshi p with the Secretar y of
Commerc e or with the Department’ s officer s and staff s that had an
interes t in what the Bureau was doing?

Hansen: I do not really have much of a response to that question.  I never did feel like the

Census Bureau had on the whole very much effective support or problem with the

Department of Commerce.  Census had to go through them, and that was probably a

necessary coordinating step.  Occasionally there was someone at the Department

that did the Bureau some good.  On the whole, however, there was not anything like

the relationship that I thought the Census Bureau has had in recent years.

O’Brien: Was it the Secretar y of Commerc e who pushe d the great staff
reductio n in 1953?

Hansen: It might have been; it was a case where the Secretary of Commerce did us some

harm.  But, case also illustrates that in the long run, the Department of Commerce
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comes around.  Until Eisenhower took office as President in January 1953, there

had been a democratic administration for 20 years.  There were a great many people

in business and on advisory committees that the Census Bureau knew and commu-

nicated with in connection with the Bureau’s work.  These individuals told some at

the Bureau that it might be surprised, and the agency should recognize that the

people coming into the new administration believed what they had been saying;

namely, that all sorts of things could be done to make things more efficient.  

Sinclair Weeks became the first Secretary of Commerce under Eisenhower.  I found

out Sinclair Weeks personally believed in the Republican philosophy.  He went be-

fore the Department of Commerce’s appropriations committee in connection with

the then upcoming Census of Business and said he was looking into the Census 

Bureau’s funding request for that census.  However, he admitted that he had not had

a chance to determine if the funding request was worthwhile or not.  He was not

prepared to support it.  As it is, the Congress denied the request.

O’Brien: The Censu s of Business?

Hansen: Yes.  I am sure there were other effects too, but the Census of Business was cut out.

Then the business community got up in arms.  This was one of their marketing

tools.  They set up a review committee; maybe they got Secretary Weeks to appoint

the committee, which was headed by Ralph Watkins [from the University of 

Pittsburgh and a member of the Committee on Government Statistics and Informa-

tion Services].  The committee determined that a business census was needed and

should be conducted.  The Committee felt that Congress was not serving business

community by cutting the census out.  As a result, Congress reinstituted the busi-

ness census one year later.  Well, the other part of that story is that Secretary Weeks

brought a bunch of people with him, an under secretary and an assistant secretary,

who generally came in with the same attitude.  I remember observing about a year

or two later when Bureau staff was before the appropriations committee that the De-

partment’s people were now pushing as hard as possible to support the Bureau

funding requests.  The department decided the Census of Business was important

for the public welfare.

O’Brien: It was an expensiv e lesson.

Hansen: Yes, and there are different times.  Phil Hauser [Philip Morris Hauser, Acting Direc-

tor of the Census Bureau from 1949 to 1950] used to be in the Department of Com-

merce, and I am sure he was a help to us when he went to the department for a

while.  Bil l Shaw [William H. Shaw, National Bureau of Economic Research] too.
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Still, on the whole, it has not been too good.  I do not think I ever saw any period,

except for this illustration or two that I mentioned, where the Census Bureau has

been negatively affected by the Department of Commerce as it had been just a few

years ago because of the controversy concerning the decennial census.

O’Brien: You must have reflecte d on the Bureau’ s image of i tsel f and the
image s held by outsid e organization s or individuals .  Were there times
when the Bureau was in troubl e becaus e it was not understoo d or did
not explai n i ts polic y or goals very well?

Hansen: I am sure there were, but I do not know how to answer that.  I do not think I have

any good beneficial comments to make on that.  I think there is something related to

the need for analytical work being done in the Bureau.  By that, I do not mean ad-

vocating policy; I mean interpreting statistics, providing a better understanding of

them, and helping people get access to the statistics.  I think the Bureau has done a

lot of that, and could do more.

O’Brien: Do you look back on notabl e accomplishment s of the Bureau as
thing s where one or more individual s overcam e the odds , so to speak,
or was i t a case of the circumstance s being r igh t for somethin g to
happen ? Can you i llustrat e with a particula r example?

Hansen: By and large, I think a team approach is what has made things work.  Very rarely is

there a conflict that you do not resolve by joint work before you try to confront

people.  There were one or two of those in my career at the agency, and there were

disagreements at the beginning, but gradually the objectives were met.

O’Brien: One importan t thin g in the Bureau’ s histor y is the integrit y of
statistics , or the separatio n of statistic s from politics .  Were there
time s when there was too much politica l influenc e on the Bureau ? If
so, explai n the circumstances .  If no, how woul d you accoun t for the
Bureau’ s succes s in keepin g politic s out of i ts work?

Hansen: I guess you answer those issues one at a time.  The Bureau has always stressed the

need to maintain the integrity of its statistics as well as to keep its work separate

from politics.  I do not think I have seen much evidence where there was any effort

to influence the data, as such, from the outside.  I have seen some things that both-

ered me, but it did not amount to much—where someone got a release speeded up

or had the release held back.
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O’Brien: Good  news and bad news for the administration.

Hansen: Not much of that, but I have seen some isolated instances.  They are rare excep-

tions.  I think steps were properly taken after some of that to “fix” dates when

things to be released.  More and more I saw there was less opportunity for that.

O’Brien: I seem to remembe r that sometim e aroun d 1970 there was an issue
abou t someon e “ killing ” a r elease on poverty .  It has been said that
someon e in the Nixo n administratio n ordere d that the povert y report
be eliminate d or changed.

Hansen: This was after I left the Bureau.  I remember it as something to be concerned about.

O’Brien: That  is the only case that I can remembe r which . . .

Hansen: Well, after I left, there was a related event where Con Taeuber [Conrad F. Taeuber,

Associate Director for Demographic Fields (Mar. 1968-Jan. 1973; previously, Assis-

tant Director for Demographic Fields (Apr. 1951-Mar. 1968)] was basically invited

to retire from the Bureau.

O’Brien: And  Bob Drury?

Hansen: Bob Drury [Robert F. Drury, Deputy Director, 1967-1970] was given early retire-

ment because there was suspicion people working at the Census Bureau were han-

dling the timing of statistics for apportionment in such a way as to help Democratic

incumbents.  Now I was not here at that time.  I am telling you what I thought I un-

derstood.  There were suspicions coming from the Nixon Administration.  Those

things I am sure were not happening.

O’Brien: I woul d be astonished.

Hansen: That there were suspicions shows that relations were not very good.  When new ad-

ministrations come in, there is a big education process that takes place, and some-

times it is a very slow process.  You see some of it taking place now in statistics.

Your appropriations were cut; somewhat more money was then provided.  There are

big prices to pay, but not much in the way politics influencing the statistics.  There

was suspicion of influence on the numbers in the sense of timing.  There were some

minor ones that I thought were unfortunate when they occurred, and there were only

a very few of them that I was aware of.  Except in a trivial way, I do not believe

there was too much political influence on the Bureau.  There was a lot of discussion

of political influence on the Bureau in the appointment of enumerators and field su-

pervisors in the census, and there is no question that it exists; it is real; it is genuine.

I do not think it has any influence on statistics except making them a little more ex-
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pensive and maybe a little lower in quality; that is not devastating, but it is a handi-

cap.  There are those in the Bureau that say it is an advantage, it helps us recruit

people.  I do not happen to believe that.

O’Brien: I have heard that.  I was astonishe d to hear that poin t of v iew, but they
made a better case than I had thought.

Hansen: There is some arguments on both sides, but I never believed it.  I believe that I am

right.

O’Brien: How do you accoun t for the Bureau’ s succes s in keepin g politic s out
of i ts work?

Hansen: Well, except for those minor exceptions, it just seems to me that it’s integrity; you

build a reputation and keep doing the right thing all the time and do not cover any-

thing up.

O’Brien: Justice  is on y our s ide.

Hansen: By and large, there are so many forces that are working on both sides that you do

not dare go too far in tinkering, or you wil l get in trouble.

O’Brien: One or two other questions , and then I thin k you may have earned a
chanc e to get home.  Can you think , off hand, of any thin g that could
have been done differently , or that shoul d have been done differently?

Hansen: I was talking about one of these at lunch, in connection with the 1980 Census of

Population and Housing lawsuits.  The Bureau took a position that it could not

make available lists of addresses in the census.  I wrote a letter saying, I think, it

would be nice if, in the Postal Legislation that was enacted, lists were prepared be-

fore the census was taken; however, the Bureau took the position that the lists for

the census were not made public, but were available for use by local communities.

They would be for confidential use in checking on the census for their respective

communities.  I do not see anything wrong with making the lists public because I

do not think they are basically confidential.  To put it another way, when the Bureau

faces an issue like this, I think the agency has vacillated on what is confidential and

what is not.  I want to defend confidentiality wherever it makes any sense, but I do

not want to defend it when I have some grave doubts about it.  I think this is one

where I do.  I do not know what it would do if you made these lists available.  The

information contained in the address list is already available to individuals in public

sources.  You are not going to name names, except where the name is the identifier,

as in rural areas, and that is always the Jones’ house.  Everybody knows that.  The
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census has long had a history of publishing identifiable information in all of its cen-

suses.  There is no such thing as total confidentiality.  I wrote a paper on this once,

and it is available for people to look at.  It is a question of where you draw the line.

O’Brien: There is a l ittl e possibl e substanc e there. . .

Hansen: You can imagine a worse case than publishing lists of addresses, names and ad-

dresses, or just addresses.  The only place a name comes in is. . .

O’Brien: For  rural addresses.

Hansen: Yes, for the address.  It is pretty hard to make a case as strong as the one I made.  I

am not sure you would revolutionize or improve the quality of the census very

much, but I thought you would improve the credibility of it, instead of fighting a

suit from a side that does not make too much sense.  For most places, it is not going

to change the census very much.  I just thought it was a good idea to take that ap-

proach.  The letter I wrote suggested that should be introduced as a piece of legisla-

tion prior to the time the census has used the list.  There is no sense in putting out

census information and putting out post office information.  Maybe you could not

get the legislation passed, but I do not see why they would object either for this

kind of use.  I just feel the census has been too sticky on this one.  They got a deci-

sion from the Supreme Court that may or may not make what I am saying even

possible; I do not know.  I did not look into that case at all .  Well, that is one case in

point, in response to this question.  I am sure there are others, but I cannot think of

them at the moment.

O’Brien: The last questio n I have is one whic h Kirk Wolte r [Kir k M. Wolter,
Chief , Statistica l Researc h Division , May 1983-Aug.1988 ] asked me to
put to you.  Recognizin g that the end of a long day may not be the
best t ime, but I believ e it is no s ecret that there is widesprea d feeling
aroun d the Bureau that someho w peopl e seem to have been more
effectiv e in the past than they seem to be now.  I guess , in someways
thi s is documente d by major change s and the publication s that came
out .  He wondere d If y ou had any observatio n on thing s that were part
of the magica l chemistry.

Hansen: That is a difficul t one.  In the first place, I think the Bureau had an unusually good

combination of people, but I also believe, as I said earlier today, that the agency had

unusually good opportunities.  The time was right to strike, and we did.  It made us

look better.  I think the Bureau was well enough staffed with the kind of people to

take advantage of those opportunities.  Once these things become sort of routinized,
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unless something else comes along to strike, the Bureau did not get that magic re-

putation.  This is partly reputation.  The only way to deal with a less magical repu-

tation is for the agency to do the job right and do it best.  When it is worth fighting

for, fight for standards when they are needed, and do not fight for trivia.  There is a

principle that if it is trivia, do not be too ready to compromise either.  That is a hard

one to answer.  I know some of my old friends that worked at the Bureau.  I am

sure that they were some of the best that ever worked at Census.

O’Brien: Oh yes, extremel y capabl e people .  Maybe it was the team work .  It
may be, I think , more emphasi s on teamwor k and workin g harder at
buildin g and developin g a spirite d teamwork.

Hansen: That is conceivable because I think the agency had it.  Part of it is that success

breeds success, too.  As I say, the time was right to strike and the Bureau did, and it

succeeded.  It made it easier.  I do not have any other advice to offer.  I sure think

that a team approach is a very desirable one when appropriate.  I do not know how

you operate today, if you are sort of isolated or working jointly with the people in

the regions, looking at their problems, and reexamine them.  I think that is what you

should be doing: raising questions, ridiculous questions sometimes, and not let them

or yourself be prepared to assume that there is not much in the way of new things.  I

find new and interesting things coming out all the time for the census.

O’Brien: Well,  thank you very, very much , Morris.

Hansen: It was a real pleasure.
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